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Fig. 1 shows the geometry and a cylindrical
coordinate
system centered at the post axis. A dominant
mode is
incident upon the post which is assumed to be a perfect
conductor.
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modes. Mariani

of

Fig.

[5] analyzed

of

3, in
the

triple-post
configuration,
but found it necessary to add
experimentally
determined correction factors.
Recent work with inductive posts includes that of Abele
[6] and Moschinskiy
and Berezovskiy
[7]. Abele treats
the symmetrical-post
arrangement.
Moschinskiy
and
Berezovskiy use a doubly infinite
set of linear equations.
Neither

treats higher
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Joshi and Cornick
Khan
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[8], Eisenhart
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of authors,
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Posts with
including

[9], Hicks

and

[11]. Ferromagnetic

posts have been treated by Okamoto et al. [12], and inductive strips have been treated by several authors [4], [13],
and [14].
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A single-post obstacle in a rectangular waveguide.

As time went by, filters of higher Q were desired. These
could be obtained by using either larger posts or a multiple-post

configuration,

such as that of Fig. 3. For either of

these choices, it is necessary to take into account
order terms of the Fourier

the higher

series. This paper uses a method

of moments
[15] solution
to the single- and triple-post
problems
and to arrays of such post configurations.
Exponential
expansion
(eJ”@) and weighting
functions
[15]
are used in a Galerkin
solution, which is also variational,
The complete formulation
is developed for all terms of the
Fourier
matrix

[3], [4] pointed
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solution
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series. As many Fourier

may be included.

mode interactions
for the triple-post

A moment
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series. The series is truncated
equation

of the Fourier

is obtained

at n = + N and a

for the unknown

series. The convergence

coefficients

of the solution

is

studied as a function of the number of terms used. In some
cases, terms were required for N as large as five.
The solution utilizes an infinite series of images (Fig. 2)
of the post currents to obtain the electric fields in the
waveguide. Thus, fields are represented in terms of freespace post currents. The scattered fields are expressed in
terms of a single polar coordinate
system through the use
of the addition

theorem

of the Hankel

function.

Incident

fields are also expressed in terms of the same polar coordinate system. The application
the post then yields

of the boundary

the complete

equations

conditions
which,

at

when

truncated
at n = + N, represent a system of 2N + 1 unknowns, which may be expressed as the matrix equation
[c]=

[H][a].

Because of the use of image fields, the elements of the
matrix are each represented as infinite
series which converge very slowly. A method is found which enables us to
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